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129.1. Brandywine: 350 publications; 2749 reports; 7767 pages 

 

Is the 350th publication any more significant than the 351st? Or the 349th? When I put to-

gether the first of these newsletters—and the first of these Brandywine “productions”, the 

Brandywine newsletter in 1977—I had little notion that I would be doing it all still some 

forty-five years later. (Here’s hoping I make it to fifty)! And that November 2021 would 

see me putting together the 350th item from the Brandywine Archive. As in the digital 

Shadowland newsletter, no. 128. These began in July 2011—one more synchronicity—

shortly after I retired. I found that so much information that came to me was just passing 

my printed newsletters by and ended up on the cutting room floor. Maybe there were 

other people out there who would be interested in the trivia of book and print culture?  

 

A decade later and the monthly digital newsletters of about fifty pages each are still going 

strong. Despite Covid. Despite no travel and the lack of opportunity to glean information 

far and wide. November contained a further eighteen reports and fifty pages making for a 

total of 2,453 reports in over five thousand pages, just for this one newsletter alone. 5,018 

pages to be precise. Add to this the printed newsletters up to the current The Book Ark 

107 for September 2021: 296 reports over 2285 pages. And the total for the newsletters is 

2749 reports over 7767 pages. 

 

I had always thought the lack of anything ongoing recording book and print culture in 

Australia (and for New Zealand) was a pity. By that I don’t mean an academic journal but 

something which tells the story of the life of print—as well as the need for collecting and 

preserving its printed record. And not just only about Australia and New Zealand, for 

book and print culture—even in these our remote countries—is and has always been in-

ternational. And so, I hope that the over 2,700 reports in over 7,500 pages of text might to 

some minor extent record the richness of this rapidly passing heritage. Our heritage. At 

the centre is not the aim to produce a large volume of academic writing but just to iden-

tify people and institutions, events and items, a record of which might be useful to others 

in the future. And an amusement for friends and colleagues. A record as comprehensive 

and as detailed as I can possibly make it. It may sometimes seem like a whole lot of trivia 

now but unless our trivia is recorded, collected, archived, what becomes of our history? 

Our rich and diverse history of print. 

 

So, dear reader, don’t let me continue to feel underwhelmed by the amount of information 

that you send me! 

 

 

  



129.2. The Typoteka website: almost 450 years of Polish typefaces  

 

A bonus when you are sent a variety of digital publications such as newsletters is that 

they can first of all provide basic content for the newsletter—what’s written in them (cur-

rent contents reports). But then also allow you to expand with your interests as in the 

opening of a flower. The book arts are not a main focus here at the Brandywine Archive 

though I am always a keen reader of Sarah Bodman’s excellent monthly anthology, the 

Book arts newsletter. How does she do it? And, of course, books on this subject are 

acquired on a regular basis. (One has just been received from Russia). There is the in-

formation the Book arts newsletter contains—plus the countless illustrations of works in 

full colour. But when you scan this publication and see items of personal interest, then 

you can also follow the trail for further information.   

 

Such items can sometimes be painfully—annoyingly—brief, as was the mention in the 

last issue of the Book arts newsletter (no. 142 of November 2021) of the Polish website 

Typoteka. Described as an indeks polskich korójow pisma (Pol., index of Polish type-

faces). And from here I’ll spare readers the Polish originals! The website Typoteka is 

professionally crafted. Unlike many foreign resources which only provide a small part of 

the website’s information when you click to access the English version, this website gives 

it all. The website has been created and is maintained by a team of six. Mateusz Machal-

ski and Michał Jarociński, with Andrzej Tomaszewski the historical editor. Plus, three 

support members. Typoteka is a growing, living site and readers are encouraged to contri-

bute any typefaces and their own information to the project. 

 

Which is a fine piece of work. At its heart is the directory of typefaces. My one and only 

criticism would be that there needs to be somewhere an index or alphabetical listing of all 

of the typefaces that are featured on this website—and there are many. Typefaces is the 

core and this is displayed in a long timeline of type beginning with that of Kasper 

Straube’s “Gothic Antiqua Straube”. Each “author” of type is given a brief or longer bio-

graphy. There are hotlinks to date, the period (e.g. Incunabula) where you can find other 

types from the period, the location (e.g. Cracow) as well as other types from a particular 

town and pisma zecerskie which, I believe, means typefaces. The types are arranged in 

eleven periods, the last two being 2000-2015 and the period 2016-2021 (but ongoing). So, 

we are very much up-to-date.  

 

But a word on the concept of “authors’ of type. As is stated here—and as I never tire of 

mentioning in these newsletters:   

 

“Script [as in type—JW] is inherently international. An essential element of civili-

sation, script is as much a result of culture as it is its carrier. The Latin alphabet 

alone is a communicative bond for citizens of many countries, for followers of dif-

ferent religions, for representatives of various cultures”. 

 



“The term ‘authors associated with Poland’ does not prejudge what constitutes a 

‘Polish typeface’. Typoteka.pl lists typefaces made for different alphabets and for 

different users. You will find here typefaces cast, drawn, or published by people 

born in Poland, but also by those who came to Poland at some point—today or 

throughout history. Those people are Polish, German, Jewish, Dutch, Ukrainian, 

Czech”. 

 

“Most of the typefaces listed in Typoteka.pl are for the Latin alphabet. They often, 

but not always, contain Polish diacritics. We have also included typefaces for many 

other alphabets and writing systems. You will find fonts with Cyrillic, Greek, Heb-

rew or Arabic characters, created today by Polish digital type designers, often in 

cooperation with authors from other countries. You will also find metal fonts des-

igned to compose texts in various languages, produced by foundries that operated 

in areas that are today part of Poland”—About 

 

Internally for each typeface there are details of the publisher or producer of the book or 

specimen. As well as hotlinks to kind of typeface, e.g. Cyrillic (8 – the earliest being 

1492), Hebrew (17) as well as, in this case, Script, Historic and Gothic (as in blackletter). 

A link which also gets you to Patryk Gmerek’s Gothesque, created in 2020 and so black-

letter for display is alive and well in Poland today! There’s even Letraset as well as wood 

type included. Favourites?  

 

• Jan Haller’s Rotunda Hallera (1505) 

• Jan Chrystian Bierpfaff’s Pismo Ornamentalne (1656) 

• the Drukarnia Uniwersytecka w Krakowie’s wood type DRUK UJ Afiszowe 

(1841) 

• Wacław Bulzacki’s Czcionka tytułowa Bulzackiego (1943) – Important because 

of the circumstances of its production: “Wooden hand-cut fonts made by Wacław 

Bulzacki in the Officers’ Camp of Prisoners of War II D Gross-Born. They were 

used for the book ‘Hours of waiting’ written by Zbigniew Mystkowski” 

• Artur Frankowski’s Julian FA (2003) 

• Mateusz Machalski’s Wood Type Collection (digital, Open Type) (2012) 

• Dominika Nika Langosz, Marian Misiak and Bronisław Zelek’s New Zelek Pro 

(2017) 

• Patryk Gmerek’s Gothesque (2020) 

• Adam Jagosz’s AJ Quadrata (2020) – A lovely, clean blackletter 

• Michał Berger’s Strajk (2020) – And yes, you guessed it… “created from digitized 

letters from hand-written strike banners. Each letter and sign came from a differ-

ent banner from various parts of Poland. The font is highly symbolic in its signifi-

cance, [as] it can be said that it was created by all the people who came out to 

manifest their dissatisfaction during the Women’s Strike and similar protests” 

 



The webpage includes a section History which gives you the History of Polish typefaces 

in a nutshell. Starting with Incunabula (1474–1500) and finishing with Variable fonts 

and screen typography (2016–2021). Favourites of mine are the sections From craft to 

industry (1801–1850) and From letterpress to offset printing (1901–1950). All with hot-

links to the names of the typographers listed in each. The website also includes informa-

tion as to the Polish Designers, of which there are 119 given here with biographical 

details. It is good to see so many young women included in recent times. Recent as 

designing type wasn’t something done by women historically. Young designers such as 

Joanna Angulska (1), Małgorzata Bartosik (6), Barbara Bigosińska (4 – but lives and 

works in Den Haag), the charming Ludka Biniek (3), Viktoriya Grabowska (4 – including 

one Cyrillic typeface), Ania Wieluńska (7) and several others. 

 

Sources, further reading, webliography:  

‘Typoteka’ website (English): https://typoteka.pl/en  

‘Press kit’ (English): https://typoteka.pl/pdf/TYPOTEKA_press_en.pdf 

 

 

129.3. Book arts newsletter, 143 (2021) 

 

The last of the year, the first for 2022. A few highlights from the Dec. 2021 / Jan. 2022 

issue of the Book arts newsletter, no. 143: 

 

• A selection of artists’ books from Bower Ashton Library Special Collections and 

the Centre for Print Research archives at UWE, Bristol, is presented. Called “Win-

ter Books” but it was only after I read the piece that I twigged: Not books produ-

ced or acquired this winter but books about winter. Like the artists’ book Fake 

snow collection by Heidi Neilson which includes annotated images of forty fake 

snow specimens, seventeen topical readings accompanied by images of fake snow 

in use and twenty-four samples of fake snow. This is something we should be buy-

ing! Or Julie Johnstone’s landscape created from torn paper (p. 2) 

• More on that Coracle Books exhibition in Antwerpen: BOOOOOKS. Illustrated 

with an image of Erica Van Horn’s Stiles & the Pennine Way (1993)—I do so love 

books which use inserted third party objects (p. 5-6) 

• It is always good to see things which are—well, to us—a little off the beaten track. 

Such as the report Announcing Artist Residencies and Studio Rental at Halden 

Bookworks, Norway. Not the announcing part nor even the residencies. But just 

information about this fine book arts studio in Tistedal, Norway. Check it out at: 

https://www.haldenbookworks.no/ Looks a really nice place (p. 18-19) 

• Interested in fringe publishing? The Small Publishers Fair UK is being held online 

now and until late December 2021. Check it out at: http://smallpublishersfair.co. 

uk/publishers-2021/ (p. 23) 

• Save the date: Oxford Fine Press Book Fair, Saturday 5th March and Sunday 6th 

March, 2022. Though I doubt we’ll be going anywhere anytime soon thanks to 



Omicron. But, hopefully, there will be a longer description of what’s on offer 

nearer the time (p. 25) 

• The book is alive! book is available as a free download from their website. “A 

survey of current thinking and innovative practice in contemporary publishing 

presented at the BOOKLIVE! international symposium in London in June 2012.  

This 2 days event brought together theorists, researchers and practitioners to ex-

amine the current ‘transforming’ of the book and its ability to keep up with digital 

culture and the emergence of new modes of making, reading, collecting and dis-

seminating ‘on the page’ work” (p. 26) 

• A plug for a book available from Boekie Woekie in Amsterdam. What a great 

shop… And great to know that they are still in business despite Covid (p. 29) 

• I was surprised by the amount of material the newsletter contains from Germany. 

Book and print culture are everywhere and not just in out Anglo regions. Of cour-

se, you also need “these others” to reciprocate with an interest in you. But it is 

always immensely enjoyable to see what people in other lands are doing. 

• My Most Interesting Award for the issue goes to a long report on a new book pub-

lished by the Peculiarity Press. Clearing out an attic, a friend of a friend discover-

ed a hoard of photographs spanning about fifty years. The photographs were taken 

by a reclusive person and are of text-based “message” images. Thinking of how 

these could be worked into a book, the idea of displaying them part real, partly as 

fiction resulted in their Typos : the story of a reluctant artwork (p. 32-33) 

• A long report on Peter Ward’s (Geelong) artists’ book Divining the entrails by 

(his?) NoShyacking Press. A concertina book of b&w illustrations which “ex-

plores the stream of thought within society that rejects science and how, in this 

time of existential crises, many have resorted to old time superstitions, prejudices 

and magical thinking to make sense of it all. The visual narrative references his-

toric idols and mythical monsters and reconfigures them into a codex for the post-

modern dark ages” (p. 33) 

• What is “Roma Publications”? The Book arts newsletter intriguingly shows us a 

couple of issues in this monographic series. One is Karel Martens’ book of Pat-

terns. (A dead give-away: they’re Dutch). Followed by the third issue of Experi-

mental jetset material in an envelope. “Roma Publications is an Amsterdam bas-

ed art book publisher and design studio, founded in 1998 by graphic designer 

Roger Willems, and artists Mark Manders and Marc Nagtzaam. It is used as a 

platform to produce and distribute autonomous publications made in close colla-

boration with a growing number of artists, institutions, writers and designers. Re-

lated to the content, every issue has its own rule of appearance and distribution, 

varying from house to house papers to exclusive books. The publications so far 

are in editions between 2 and 150,000 [sic] copies” (p. 35) 

• Issues of the Book arts newsletter regularly feature workshops of all kinds… in-

cluding bookbinding. What caught my eye was the Knitted Boards Binding 

Workshop 2022 with Marja Wilgenkamp at the Boekbinderij Wilgenkamp Blok-



ker in the Netherlands. Knitted bindings? The example shown looks quite solid 

(p. 39) 

• We live in the age of vanities. Billions of people need to self-actualize by selfing 

their images across the ether. Well, why not a little something different. Like 

taking your shelf portrait instead?! It a reference to a colour postcard by Stefano 

Calligaro from Paul + Wendy Projects. Now wouldn’t that be something more 

interesting that selfies. An exchange of images of our favourite section of one of 

our bookshelves (p. 41) 

 

Copies of the Book arts newsletter are available free with the current one at: http://www. 

bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/pdf/newspdfs/143.pdf 

 

 

129.4. More on private press bookplates: The &duck 

 

 

 
 

 

In the process of proofing my latest book—a bibliography of Australian type specimen 

books (cf. SN#129.5 below)—I came across a mention in one of the entries of the above 

delightful bookplate created by and for Caren Florance of the Ampersand Duck in Can-

berra. Several hundred pages of full stops, commas, colons, semi colons and so on later. 

Of caps and italics. The order of notes. Proofing bibliographies are far more likely to get 

you going blind rather than the other! But it reminded me just how interesting the genre 

is. Not in the sense of old and rare collectible items. But just the whole type in use for 

society thing. 

 

http://www/


I do also love private presses which go that extra bit as in producing type books—and 

bookplates. Few of us will ever scale the heights reached by a Tara McLeod (Pear Tree 

Press) in New Zealand but then his life and work were around type and typography. As 

can be seen in the wonderful items he produced over the decades. But no less so in the 

many type books he produced. Hot sellers? There are things people do just for the pure 

love of the thing. As also his many and varied personal bookplates. 

 

Type specimen “books” are often fugitive items and I am proud to have archived here 

Florance’s 2012 type pamphlet, the Type sampler. Subtitled humorously: Not to be taken. 

Mainly type—Auriole, Castellar, Imprint Shadow, Modernis but also the Canberra Light 

[sic] and the Christchurch Bold—it does sport a few blocks and stock cuts, including, on 

the inside back cover, an impression from the block she used for her bookplate (see above 

image). Florance is deeply involved in the Canberra book and printing scene as well as 

beyond. One could say an all-roundsman in the field of print and the book arts. If you 

were still allowed to say this today. All-roundsperson? All-roundswoman?! She not only 

has her Ampersand Duck private press but in very much into the arts side of the book 

arts. Has printed for others. A teacher and Printer in Residence at University of Otago’s 

Otakou Press (2010)1 and soon to be the University of Sydney Piscator’s. (There doesn’t 

seem to have been one since 2019 due to Covid). 

 

The name of the press is a curiosity. Who doesn’t love ampersands? But the perceptive 

gaze will see that an ampersand on its side does look very like a duck. And so, this play-

ful press was named. 

 

 

129.5. Typography 2 (BPA#7) completed 

 

 

    
 

 
1 https://www.otago.ac.nz/library/printer_in_residence/previous.html#c 



Wegner, J.P. Typography 2 : an historical geography of type in use for Australia / 

compiled by J.P. Wegner. [Sydney] : At the Blackdawn Press, 2021. [215] p., [2] 

leaves of plates : ill., B[17-214] ; 22 cm., pb. (Bibliography of printing & Australia 

; 7. Typography ; 2). (Brandywine bibliography ; no. 4). N: Cover title: Type; on-

going bibliography of separately produced Australian items on print; contains items 

BPA#2194 to BPA# 3290 (ca. 1096 items describing type specimen books) contin-

uing the bibliography of Ausyralian type specimen books commenced as Biblio-

graphy of printing & Australia no. 3.  

 

My work on a bibliography of Australian type specimen books has been going on since as 

long as I remember. I first started collecting references… well, over forty years ago. This 

also means that entries are of varying quality and I’m not in a position to recheck any of 

the data from so long ago. Especially where the type books were seen in business premi-

ses which closed decades ago (probably dumping all of this type of material in the 

process). At least the descriptions get better as I went along. Also, some references have 

been found in very basic information sources. But, at least, it provides some record of 

what is (and what was). Such things as type specimen books are often regarded as ephe-

mera. Rationalizing, why should anyone bother with such things. Type specimen books 

are really only different in so much as they are just one of many examples of modern, 

non-standard, non-commercial publishing. A book is a book is a book. A book is not an 

ephemeron. 

 

I’d started producing the BPA bibliographies in 1988, a project which became unstuck 

just a few years later. But not before the first Typography had been produced. Predomin-

antly but not only of type specimen books. In the first Typography (1990) I described 327 

type specimen books with its “supplement”, Typography 2, now describing a further 

1097—with over half of these held here at the Brandywine Archive. A total of 1424 or 

almost fifteen hundreds of just Australian type specimen books. My lower figure for Aus-

tralian type specimen books is five thousand in that type specimen books were never col-

lected and so are difficult to quantify. Most Australian type specimen books would have 

been binned down to the last copy. 

 

Perhaps it would have been better if I had just concentrated on the one genre. Type 

specimen books. Paper sample books. Printers’ manuals. And so on. But at least the small 

selection in the Typography bibliography does show how integral type and typography 

was—and is—to Australia. For Australian life, culture… and industry. And how bizarre it 

is that industries so fundamental to Australian society—industries like printing, paper and 

type—have been so thoroughly neglected. The Australian type specimen books are, of 

course, only a small part of Brandywine’s type specimen book collection which goes 

back to some works dating from as early as the late eighteenth century. But the focus has 

been on recent and near contemporary type specimen books because these are works no-

one collects! And represent the geography of type in use for society. 

 



The following is just the text of the introduction to Typography 2. For the amusement and 

enlightenment of any interested in such an obscure art: 

 

“The documentation of type specimen books started in a very ad hoc and abbrevi-

ated fashion as a special collection of the Brandywine Archive. Seeking to collect 

and preserve not so much the rare and collectable and old works but rather the 

everyday sources of type in use for society internationally. And then with the 

appearance of the first and very basic Typographica in 1983 (in 2 v.). This contain-

ed even then over 650 type specimen books. The original entries are very brief in 

this issued catalogue of the Brandywine collection. Fuller details are available in 

the carded entries at Brandywine but I have not had time to recheck and rewrite all 

of the entries for this bibliography. They here remain abbreviated but with the en-

tries becoming fuller and more correct as time went on”. 

 

“The first part of Typography appeared in 1990 as part three of the Bibliography of 

printing & Australia. It contains entries #664-990 which are all of Australian type 

specimen books, pamphlets, posters. Or, a first listing of just Australian type speci-

men books comprising 327 items. Not all are held by the Brandywine Archive, 

however. For Typography 1 was the first part of a comprehensive listing of what 

was intended to describe all Australian type specimen books that could be identi-

fied. This here is the second volume and many items have again been included held 

in other institutional or private collections. A small number of those held by the 

Brandywine Archive can be identified by the “T” numbers in their descriptive 

notes”.  

 

“So, what makes for an Australian type specimen book? Firstly, type specimen 

books are produced by a great variety of sectors of industry. But they not commer-

cially produced encyclopædias of typefaces—those works produced and sold by 

commercial publishers as type reference books. Those are just type books. To be a 

type specimen book, the item needs to have been produced by a company—or an 

individual—who has collections or selections of type available or for sale them-

selves. These are type founders and typesetters. But also, newspapers, publishers, 

museums, private presses and occasionally, even individuals”.  

 

“A type specimen “book” does not need to be a book or ring binder of loose speci-

men sheets—things we normally regard as books—at all. Type specimen book is a 

generic descriptive term and so refers to individually produced specimens which 

can also be in the form of pamphlets and posters (and occasionally broadsheets) as 

well as CD-ROMs and even data files on the Internet. I have included the occasion-

al one from the latter category where they have been printed out and filed as a hard 

copy. How do you collect type specimen books today when there is mostly now 

only material stored on websites? In addition, I have also included facsimile editi-

ons—though these are uncommon—as they are also type specimen books though, 

now, commercially republished originals”. 



“What copies to include as individual entries? The traditional definition of an 

edition is “all those copies of an item produced from substantially the same type 

image” (AACRII). Substantially meaning? The idea is not to catalogue let alone 

keep works where there have only been minor corrections or additions. In practice, 

cataloguers were instructed to regard as new works and create new bibliographic 

records for anything which had different pagination. Such differences in pagination 

being an indicator that there had been “significant” internal changes”.  

 

“What would you do if you obtained a science text book and found that ten or 

twenty pages were missing? That whole chapters were missing or that important 

supplementary material was not to be found in your copy? As the importance of 

type specimen books is the type shown in them, additions or deletions of more than 

one or two pages are significant. The challenge for those interested in type history 

is not only finding copies of works which no-one collected. The challenge is also 

that these works can often have been produced in a very large number of “editi-

ons”. Just cataloguing a Wimble’s type specimen book with varying paginations as 

“1 v. (unpaged)” or [as published in] “19--” is only helpful to anyone with the most 

general of interests”.  

 

“It also means effectively that someone wanting to do research has no idea looking 

at online catalogues what that institution has! Anyone doing research into Austra-

lia type history will need institutional collections to have not just collected type 

specimen books in the first place, but also to have collected them in their varying 

editions. The corpus of Australian type specimen books is next to impossible to 

quantify. How do you quantify something where most of the items—titles—no 

longer exist? But a tally of five thousand different titles does not seem unreason-

able just for Australia”. 

 

“A good example of this complexity can be seen in the type specimen books distri-

buted to trade customers by what was arguably Australia’s largest trade typesetting 

house in its day, Smith & Miles. This was in the glory days of hot metal though 

they later went over to and had a large slice of the cold metal trade, i.e. phototype-

setting. Until, of course, advances in technology progressively made such systems 

redundant. Finally, the Internet, which killed off the trade completely”. 

 

“I can remember talking to the owner of Dalley Photocomposition whose typeset-

ting system was a whole airtight room full of mainframes. (He asked me, did I 

want to have it for the Brandywine collection)! They produced a series of major 

phototypesetting type specimen books between 1975 and 1982, the latter a massive 

464 pp. tome. Thereafter, type was constantly changing and so readily available, 

that such massive encyclopædias of type were redundant. And then, with the ad-

vent of PCs, available digitally from international font vendors. Type specimen 

books appeared in the guise of discs and even “libraries” of discs. These were im-

possible for collectors to obtain because of their trade price. Priced in large part in 



keeping with the large profits they could generate to the trade typesetters which 

bought them. “A license to print money”. Local agencies were Font Factory in 

Sydney and FontShop in Melbourne. Until they too became a casualty of the Inter-

net”. 

 

“The Smith & Miles type specimen books were ruggedly produced as they would 

be in constant use in printing houses. Thick maroon buckram over heavy boards, 

the whole held together by brass post hole binding screws. This was so that mater-

ial could be updated as in constantly removed or added [to]. Did the trade houses 

operate like the paper merchants where staff went round to major customers and 

updated type specimen books over time? Because they have significantly different 

content, copies of all the variants need to be collected and preserved. And catalog-

ued”. 

 

“F.T. Wimbles is another example from an earlier period and each of their famous 

blue type specimen books is mostly quite different in content. These differences are 

not just minor changes. The purpose and function of type specimen books is their 

content. One page may feature or have deleted one kind of font and so the availa-

bility or lack thereof is important to those researching type history in Australia. It is 

not enough to have one Smith & Miles binder or one Wimbles blue book. But 

where do we find even major research libraries which collect type specimen books 

to any extent at all? Hence the need in Australia for a special collection on the sub-

ject of book and print culture which is focussed on collecting the subject in detail, 

rather than just in an ad hoc manner”. 

 

“How are type specimen books collected? But the question to ask is, how do we 

know what exists for it to be collected in the first place. The collecting of type 

specimen books is dysfunctional because they are collected the wrong way round. 

We wait until they appear in a rare book dealer’s catalogue. In the past, they could 

even occasionally be found in antiquarian and second-hand bookshops. Even op 

shops. Occasionally. I have just done a complete trawl through the database of the 

members of the Australian and New Zealand Association of Antiquarian Booksel-

lers for any type specimen books. Results: zero! Though there may well be one or 

two that I missed. Of all the hundreds and many thousands of type specimen books 

that there were in Australia”. 

 

“We collect from catalogues. From booksellers’ databases. Booksellers come and 

offer an institution something they have found which they think might interest 

them. But this is all after the event. Type specimen books were never kept by any-

one. They were never collected by institutions or individuals. When they appear in 

a bookshop or a catalogue, this is because of the supreme accident of their survival. 

The more time passes, the fewer survive. It depends on a conscious choice by the 

owner: that this book is important. And how are these decisions made? Few if any 

ever make the grade of an Agatha Christie crime novel!”. 



“Booksellers get offered books to sell. Again, there is this weeding process based 

on the principles of imagined importance and saleability (the profit motive). How 

many antiquarian booksellers have told me in recent years that all of this material 

just lands in the bin because it is not worth their effort to sell it. (You’d be surprise-

ed)! The result is also that the kinds of type specimen books which survive are an 

artificial construct. They are nothing like the world of the type specimen book in 

real life. And therefore, of type in use for society. We see people these days scram-

ble for thousand-dollar rare letterpress type books. Did they scramble for the eight-

pager produced by their local printer on the corner?”. 

 

“The only way to collect type specimen books is on the ground. Unfortunately, I 

came on the scene far too late—this was around 1980 when I first started to acti-

vely seek out the printing and related industries face to face. It was also the time I 

had a nine to five job and before flexible working hours. My boss was at me relent-

lessly: Why can’t you be like everyone else in the department? Why can’t you just 

take your four weeks’ annual leave at Christmas like the rest of us? I used to take a 

day’s rec leave here, a day there. To go door knocking. It is no surprise that institu-

tions don’t collect our own print culture because who could afford to have their 

staff wandering round the industrial suburbs and at the end of a morning or after-

noon come back with nothing more than a couple of pamphlets?! Hence the impor-

tance of private collectors and institutional special collections. People who perse-

vere over decades with such a thankless task”. 

 

“The following bibliography is really only the tip of the iceberg. Just what I could 

find and rescue in my odd mornings off work. How representative a slice of type in 

use in Australian society does it represent? But at least some of Australia’s type 

specimen books have been saved—even if this is only in a single copy—and now 

recorded [in this bibliography]. Unlike the thousands of other titles which have dis-

appeared completely and do not survive at all—even in one single copy. Like so 

much of the source material for our print culture. You don’t even see Letraset cata-

logues here anymore even though they must have been distributed locally in their 

thousands. So, it seems unlikely that there will ever be a volume three of Typogra-

phy”. 

 

Though I have started compiling it!! 

 

  



129.6. Some more Inkiana Press ephemera 

 

 
 

 

It is always a double-plus good day when something arrives in the mail. Be it a large 

book or just a letter envelope containing a few items of letterpress printed ephemera. Gra-

ham Judd has worked in printing his whole life—as a commercial printer. He has been 

downsizing and recently renamed his printing operations as the Inkiana Press. I’m hard-

put to place him. A bespoke letterpress printer (he does commercial work such as social 

stationery)? Or a private press (many of his items fit the bill)?  

 

Judd’s Inkiana (q.v. SN#127.3 and SN#128.10) is also a mobile printery. And he provides 

workshops including ones for his beloved Heidelbergs conducted by Wellington’s Prin-

ting Museum Inc. The stuff and legend of such undertakings is a variety of smaller prin-

ted items rather than books (naturally) or even pamphlets. So many “wanted posters” as 

well as flyers, souvenir cards, bookmarks and the like. But unlike so many of these ven-

tures, Judd’s experience as a commercial printer brings with it the rigours of printing for a 

living. And so, Judd has plenty of creative experience to draw upon. 

 



     
 

 

For example, participants at such events—workshops or even just demonstrations—come 

away with a small hand printed item. An item they have hand set and printed for them-

selves. But Judd’s version is just that much more inspired. Letterpress harks back to the 

days of early printing and so this keepsake is in the form of an indulgence (see the first 

image on the previous page)! And note the text: “The Inkiana Press official indulgence. 

This certifies that <insert name> did indeed handset and print in true Victorian style, the 

above name on an 1833 Albion press, with cunning and surprising dexterity. A certificate 

of absolution of typographical sins, it allows many errors and omissions without any con-

sequence of punishment”. How much more inspirational than most of these “I visited the 

Printing Museum” items you get to see. Then there is a bookmark. Something for the 

self-promotion of a press. But Inkiana’s is in the form of a die-cut type gauge equating 

12-point type into centimetres (see the above image also). My favourite would have to be 

the small souvenir printer’s apron: I love letterpress. A slot cut in the centre to hold a 

white heart. With a souvenir piece of “Gutenberg” type attached (see the image directly 

above). 

 

With thanks to Graham Judd, Inkiana Press, for donating the above material. 



129.7. Japanese sports posters exhibition (Japan Foundation) 

 

The first thing I think about when I see any exhibition is, why this and not that. The that 

being the dozen or so other, similar subjects that could equally have been the subject of 

the exhibition. Japanese culture is a big subject. Contemporary culture but also histori-

cally. Even such a specific subject as book and print culture gives us a seemingly endless 

area to explore. Posters are part of the graphic design genre and part of an international 

language of communicating information in public spaces. They have a long and rich his-

tory in Japan as indeed elsewhere. But why sports posters when there are just so many 

Japanese posters out there? Is it that someone thought this is what we foreigners (Austra-

lians?) can most easily digest of such a complex culture? Is it because it is something that 

we simple folk find it easy to understand?  Or is it that a country like Japan is no less in 

the grip of a sports-mad world and that it wants to present itself as a modernity personi-

fied? And what spells modern more than an obsession with the lingua franca of our 

civilization: sport? Then again perhaps all it is, is that these sports posters are just an 

accidental spin-off from the recent Tokyo Olympics. 

 

The Japan Foundation provides a fine cultural space here right in the heart of Sydney. 

This includes a library for Japanese as well as non-Japanese interested in all things Japan. 

There is also an exhibition space. However, Japanese culture and history represents such 

a big story that such specific aspects such as Japanese book and print culture rarely gets 

featured. And when they do, it is usually diluted as being in the context of something 

else. But then, is this any different to what we do? When was the last time you saw an ex-

hibition which was directly about print? What is also unusual is that the exhibition is co-

presented by the DNP Foundation with DNP standing for the Dai Nippon Printing Co., 

one of Japan’s oldest and most prestigious printing houses. Even printers don’t sponsor 

exhibitions on print culture! 

 

On at the Japan Foundation Gallery is an exhibition which features twenty-four sports 

posters by six of Japan’s most famous graphic designers: Katsumi Asaba, Shigeo Fukuda, 

Yūsaku Kamekura, Ikkō Tanaka, Yuri Uenishi and Tadanori Yokoo. Only one of the six, 

Uenishi, is a woman. The exhibition A Sense of Movement : Japanese Sports Posters is 

on display until 22nd January, 2022. It is always good to see examples at first hand but 

there is also a very good virtual exhibition available online (see below for details). 

 

“Co-presented by The Japan Foundation, Sydney, and the DNP Foundation for 

Cultural Promotion, this exhibition was planned and inspired by ginza graphic gal-

lery curator Eishi Kitazawa’s lecture Conjuring a Sense of Movement–Japanese 

Graphic Designers & Sports Posters held at The Japan Foundation, London in Sep-

tember 2020. After being presented in Sydney, the exhibition will travel to venues 

in Paris and Toronto with an extended range of exhibits…”. 

 

 



“The pictographic design and branding of the Tokyo 1964 Olympic Games forged 

the nation’s post-war identity [sic], as Yūsaku Kamekura’s iconic logo saw Japan-

ese graphic design enter the international stage for the first time. The work features 

a large red circle on a white background with five golden rings interlinked above, 

accompanied by a gold sans-serif typeface reading ‘Tokyo 1964’. This simple yet 

powerful motif has become the foundation of Japanese design and still reverberates 

through the design world to this day, influencing every international sporting tour-

nament since”. 

 

“Designers such as Ikkō Tanaka and Shigeo Fukuda have further solidified Japan’s 

global image with their eye-catching designs, often incorporating traditional Japan-

ese motifs, as well as folklore, animals and landscapes reminiscent of the nation”. 

 

“The compositional beauty, dynamism and humour expressed within the posters 

featured in A Sense of Movement are communicated through the perspective of 

sports, and serve to summon the viewer to the world of Japan’s unique graphic de-

sign culture”—Exhibition website 

 

The exhibition website (see below for details) features images of the posters exhibited. 

(Clicking on images will give you full screen shots of them). Twenty-four images though 

one iconic poster by Yokoo from 1998 seems to have been included three times and sev-

eral others seem to have been repeated also. So, not a virtual exhibition of all the items on 

show. But the exhibition website will give you the general idea of the posters displayed. 

As well as the sense and æsthetic of modern Japanese poster design. This poster by 

Yokoo is my favourite being a fusion of contemporary style and traditional elements: his 

poster for the sixty-first Nippon Derby GI. Starting work in the graphic arts, Yokoo is 

now also well-known as an artist in his own right. (See below for details of a large illus-

trated book on his graphic design work). At the other end of the scale, posters which look 

to be examples of the barest of abstract and minimalist art and which contain no wording 

at all such as Uenishi’s posters for the World Table Tennis Championships (2015). De-

sign as good as you’ll see anywhere.   

 

Were there no sports posters pre-War? I guess space was limited. 

 

It is worth noting that the exhibition begins here in Sydney before moving on to Paris and 

Toronto… “with an extended range of exhibits”? Meaning more posters?? Exhibitions 

come with a range of related events though, by the time you read this (and should you 

live in Sydney), they will mostly be over. 

 

  



Sources, further reading, webliography:  

Exhibition website: https://jpf.org.au/events/a-sense-of-movement-japanese-sports- 

     posters/#1630382685396-0216ed05-c068  

‘A history of Japanese poster art’: https://www.creativereview.co.uk/a-history-of- 

     japanese-poster-art/ 

Okubo, Itsuo. History of posters in Japan and the present state of their documentation.  

     IN: Art libraries journal, 11 (1986) 4, p. 14-18. N: Which comments: “Only a few  

     museums and libraries in Japan have established poster collections; these collect pos- 

     ters either as ‘art objects’ or as examples of graphic design”. Not as social and cultural  

     history? 

Posters is a subject which is extensively published on internationally. Japanese posters 

are no exception and a simple search like posters and Japan will get you many references 

—including works still in print. Try: 

Tōkyō Kokuritsu Kindai Bijutsukan’s Visit Japan : tourism promotion in the 1920s and  

     1930s (2016) and their Japanese posters and handbills in the 1930s : communication  

     in mass society (2001) 

Generation sex : Japanese “pink” movie posters (2000) 

Tajima Natsuko’s Second World War propaganda posters Puropaganda posutā ni miru  

     Nippon no sensō : 135-mai ga utsushidasu shinjitsu (2016) 

Natalie Avella’s Graphic Japan : from woodblock and zen to manga and kawaii (2004) 

Nagoya Ginkō’s Posters Japan : 1800’s-1980’s (1989) 

Miyoshi Hajime’s Nihon no posutā : Meiji Taishō Shōwa (2003) 

Tadanori Yokoo, the complete posters (2011) 

 

 

129.8. The haptic tries to buy Christmas online 

 

I do buy stuff online. Regularly. I have my established sources and they work fine, most-

ly. Even the international postal system seems to be working well these days. And that is 

really saying something. (I could write a book about postage to and within Australia). I 

was going to do another big series of orders seeing that it’s Christmas and I’m at a loss 

for Christmas presents. To myself. But Book Depository seems to have been deleting 

everything that is above the level of finger painting since Amazon took it over. I spend a 

whole day searching. Then bits of several more days. The best I can come up with is six 

books. Just SIX books! Not even books especially interesting. (Well, a couple but I’d 

better not dwell on those here). And, one of these is refunded to me shortly after I ordered 

and paid for it. It is “not available”. 

 

Quite by chance I find online a number of books published by a company in my subject 

areas. Details I’d best keep to myself. They are just small pamphlets. Also, not really that 

interesting but interesting enough to order. After all, it is Christmas. And I certainly de-

serve a Christmas treat. On topic but only pamphlets where twenty pages of commercial 

printing will set you back thirty dollars each. Some are of slightly more pages and so 

about forty dollars. It isn’t long before I have run up a bill of close to two hundred dollars 

https://jpf.org.au/events/a-sense-of-movement-japanese-sports-
https://www.creativereview.co.uk/a-history-of-


for something that is only a few centimetres thick. Well, if we don’t support Santa, he’ll 

be out of a job and trying to live in this most expensive of cities in the world on Job-

Starver benefits. In a moment of book deprivation fuelled desperation… 

 

• Quite a flash website but there is really no “catalogue” you can check and where 

you can see everything they have for sale. You get a products page with a lot of 

items on it. When you click on something of interest to see the full description in 

excellent detail. But there are now additional works for sale displayed below you. 

Including some didn’t see in the original display. And as you click and click, so 

more items are revealed to you. A bibliophilic strip-tease. Why don’t they just 

have a list where you can check everything at once rather than having to try and 

truffle hunt them out? Are they trying to prevent people from buying their books? 

• Why is there no mention of where these people are? Are they real? Does the com-

pany actually exist somewhere? 

• And why are the prices all in US dollars? This led me to think at first that I was 

dealing with a US company. And that the material would be shipped from there. 

[God help me]! Never a good thing at the best of times and certainly not three 

weeks before Christmas. 

• And what do they have against Ireland. “We are currently unable to ship to Ire-

land”. Is there something I missed in the news? Has the Irish postal system col-

lapsed due to Covid? 

• Which started me on this long and complex conversation. I was thinking they 

were American. And it’s a business. And in the business word, a hundred dollars 

in postage won’t even buy you a bottle of wine. So, I though it needful to enquire. 

• I put one item in the “basket” and saw it now appear in A$ plus a note, USD are 

converted at the current rate of exchange when ordering.  

• No, they write me, they are actually here in Sydney. But don’t give me any clues. 

They have a flat postage rate of A$10 for anything up to five kilos—NOT men-

tioned on their website, by the way. This is certainly generous except at the prices 

they charge for one small pamphlet, the postage locally should be free. After all, 

the six small pamphlets I am buying come within a sliver of costing me two hun-

dred dollars. Plus postage. 

• (I’m finding it hard to spend money and this is a Christmas present to myself. So, 

here goes). 

• I hazard: As it’s expensive and my experience of the postal system here isn’t great 

(they agree), could I just pick the items up off their desk? They’re in Sydney after 

all and if they are near the city or in North Sydney or… 

• Still no hint of location. But it can be done. S/he—they don’t even reveal a name 

and their correspondence is simply signed “team member”—gives me a discount 

code. Not an actual discount, mind, but a “discount” for the postage I am now not 

paying. 

• I reply: Thanks. And that I will order the items right away. 



• Into the basket. I choose the option of PayPal. I get to clicking payment by credit 

card when I realize that there is nowhere in the PayPal option to input the discount 

code. 

• I backtrack. Delete PayPal. Go in via their company Checkout. Don’t mind paying 

by credit card. They seem legit. It seems to work but I also have to fill out the 

mailing address for something not being mailed. Well, it’s a form and the form 

can’t know I’m not getting it mailed but that it’s a pickup. Right?  

• So, I start filling in the form. Then notice the bold message: We do not allow you 

to send things to a PO box. I mean, WTF?! Who sends mail to a letterbox these 

days?! I’m never home. The postie’s been known to just leave a packet out in the 

open on a fencepost. Discovered after I was away for some days. (Just as well no-

one is Sydney is interested in books)! Or half out of the letterbox meaning a half-

waterlogged journal issue. No way am I going to have anything sent to my street 

address. 

• And what if some office junior just decides to post it seeing it’s lying there on the 

bench? It’s happened before. 

• Is this an American thing? You mail something to a PO box in the US and their 

postal employees are so badly paid, they have to live off what they can steal on the 

job to survive? 

• I am now getting the distinct feeling that this company does not want to deal with 

customers. That orders are a nuisance. 

• And I reflect on how overwhelmed I would be with customer service if I was ord-

ering from someone in Germany. I remember with one antiquarian bookseller 

when I was querying postage for a ten-dollar book whose answer was: Don’t 

worry about it. Postage costs so little, we’ll mail the book to you FREE. 

• I get a reply. No, it is all fine. Just put in your street address. We do our own pos-

ting—I was actually afraid some junior might just take mine along with the other 

orders to the post office!—and so it is totally safe to put in your street address. We 

will definitely not be mailing it. 

• I go to the website. Go to “basket”. It’s still full with all my orders. I use their 

Checkout, fill out my address… It won’t process. Of course! They want my damn 

phone number. (What else)! Well, here’s a secret for you readers. I never look at 

my phone as I don’t use it. Maybe once every month. Maybe every two months. 

And I don’t actually have a phone at the moment. It’s in the phone hospital getting 

a reality transplant. 

• Bugger me! From their Checkout, I can now continue via PayPal. 

• I was going to be clever but PayPal blocks me from changing my street address as 

now displayed to my ONLY address in PayPal. My PO box. It just says, this is the 

address given by the supplier. If you want to change it, click here to go back to the 

supplier’s ordering platform and redo it. Which, of course, gets you back to where 

you began with nothing changed. As they don’t let you use a PO box. Doh. 

• I’ve risked it! Paid using an address I don’t use. Haven’t used in a decade or more. 



• OMG! I’ve just written them to confirm my purchase order and to ask in that time-

less Aussie phrase: Where the bloody hell are you? As neither their website nor 

their emails have any location whatsoever on them. Nor does their email address 

even hint at which continent they are on. I’ve even tried Googling their company 

name which comes up with… zero results. They only exist in a parallel universe 

of invisible publishers. 

• Then, there it is. I get my tax receipt per email and at the bottom is… THEIR 

STREET ADDRESS! 

• And it is around the corner from my daughter’s place. Whose just home for six 

weeks after a major operation. Think I’ll go visit and have a cuppa on the way… 

 

And you have to ask why I prefer buying books in bookshops? 

 

PS: Went there. Got the books. The very charming woman told me that I had missed one 

of their pamphlets. (No bloody wonder)! I’d bought all of the items in a series but had 

missed one. And so, she included it. For free! Well, they do charge enough for the items 

and I doubt they sell. It must have been a real surprise to have some guy purchase the lot. 

A nice bonus Christmas present. And thanks. 

 

 

129.9. The Boyd Street Orphanage for Abandoned Printing Type 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Boyd Street Orphanage for Abandoned Printing Type. A study in six point lettering 

/ Boyd Street Orphanage for Abandoned Printing Type. [1st proof]. [Tugun, Qld. : 

Boyd Street Orphanage for Abandoned Printing Type], 2021. [i, 9] leaves ; 9 x 16 

cm., pb. N: Edition of 20 copies; “December 2021”; unpag.; a 9-leaf display of the 

results of assembling dissed type found in a biscuit tin. 

 

The lack of interest in our print heritage here needs no further introduction! Private press 

printer Jan Šetek has spent a considerable part of his life trying to connect with people 

wanting to further our understanding and promote the value of print in society—with lit-

tle success. It is seen as just a hobby. As a place to go when you need some away-time 

from domestic bliss. There are few people here who have immersed themselves as fully in 

print as has Šetek.  

 

Šetek has been retired now for many years. Both in the conventional sense but also retired 

from the fray of printing. The height of his work was when he was producing print as the 

Utility Press. As a private press printer, Šetek is most unusual in that he was more inter-

ested in experimentation than in the production of fine printing. After Utility there came a 

shorter period as the Kingscliff Astronomical Observatory Press—with probably the best 

printed work being produced. But Šetek was essentially down-sizing after the days of the 

Utility Press. And even in the days when his equipment was next to nothing, he was still 

producing the occasional item of ephemera. And even now, type specimen books. 

 

Šetek established a pattern of renaming his press every time his circumstances changed. 

Australians are a shifting lot and so his many moves are probably not so many in terms of 

his Australian context. And the down-sizing probably has a lot to do with the difficulty of 

moving and maintaining such a large collection of presses, equipment (type is heavy) and 

even a collection of type casters. His latest move was in 2017 when he moved to the 

Queensland town of Tugun and renamed his press after the street he lives in: The Boyd 

Street Press.  

 

Divested of most of his machinery and equipment, Šetek still tries to connect with others. 

(Still with little success). I’ve seen him mention the idea of an orphanage a few times 

now and wondered, when I received his latest publication in the mail, if the press name 

on it was just part of the descriptive text or if it was a name change. And, yes, it is. As of 

2021, Šetek private press is now officially called the Boyd Street Orphanage for Aban-

doned Printing Type. This relates to the disinterest people have in such things. What 

private press—which printer—does not have a box of pied type lying around somewhere. 

Often gifted. Who has the time to sort such things out? Especially when the type is of 

little interest—6pt Gill Sans—and is probably substantially incomplete. Šetek still has a 

few remnants from the past, some of which were given to him as being of no use.  

 

What do people do in their retirement? Watch daytime television? Set up Twitter ac-

counts? Sort type? But, as always, Šetek has gone that extra step in producing the results 

of his labours in the form of a small publication. My Šetek tally is now 277 items. 



129.10. Klim Type Foundry website (Wellington)  

 

When it comes to print culture, there is no reason why we cannot be right up there. Right 

there at the top with the best of the best. New Zealand is a small place both in population 

and in size. The city of Wellington has the population of a small town: 213,000. And yet 

it has produced a typography and type foundry which is recognised internationally. The 

Klim Type Foundry (q.v. NfB#40.3). (It’s milK spelt backwards)!  

 

Klim was established in 2005 by Kris Sowersby and like almost all foundries today, it is a 

digital type foundry. The first face issued was Feijoa in 2007. This was followed a year 

later (2008) by a typeface called National. Is there such as thing as a national type face? 

Are there typefaces which can be thought of as being “national” in spirit? The result was, 

National. Since then, a whole stream of type has issued from Sowersby and his foundry 

as well as commissions from the Bank of New Zealand and internationally for the likes of 

the Financial times and PayPal. But unlike most, the type isn’t distributed by some 

massive global corporation. Sowersby still creates and distributes everything from Klim 

locally out of Wellington’s Cuba Street. 

 

A website is how you present yourself to the wider community. A website is especially 

important for anyone marketing type to potential customers online. And so, the websites 

of graphic designers and typographers tend to be state of the art. As is Klim’s. Not a huge 

amount of content here but there are the expected longer pieces about type including type 

history. The Klim website is well worth checking out if you are interested in type and 

typography (see below for details). However, there is one thing which I thought quite ex-

traordinary and that is Sowersby’s interest in German type history. Not so much the glory 

days of the early part of the twentieth century but also the nineteenth. Especially check 

out the webpages devoted to the new Söhne Collection. “Söhne is the memory of Akzi-

denz-Grotesk framed through the reality of Helvetica”. What is extraordinary is that the 

sample settings for Söhne are demonstrated via long descriptions about the early history 

of German type founding. Also, that the name of his foundry appears in a very stylish 

blackletter—which seems to be something of a company signature font style. 

 

The website contains both interviews and pages for their blog. The latter includes long 

and well-researched articles on such things as nineteenth-century wood type such as a 

study of the type specimen book of Will & Schuhmacher from Mannheim dated to the 

1860s. Also, a researched article on New details about the origins of Akzidenz-Grotesk, 

the sans usually attributed to Theinhardt but with this attribution now revised. While the 

first sans serif typeface was published in England ca. 1816 and it became popular in Ger-

many shortly after, it was not until 1900 that a book was first printed in sans serif—by the 

famous architect, artist, graphic designer and typographer, Peter Behrens: Feste des 

Lebens und der Kunst. This work was published in Leipzig by Eugen Diederichs, a major, 

innovative German publisher of exceptionally well-designed books. And the article itself 

is mainly about German types and type foundries. There is also a piece largely about Ger-



man wood type specimen books and their inspiration in the creation of Klim’s new font 

Mānuka (2021)2.   

 

What is equally extraordinary is the book just published about the Klim Type Foundry as 

in an anthology of the types produced so far. This is a hefty piece of work weighing in at 

eight hundred pages. Eight hundred pages almost all of specimens of their type and type-

faces! What is more extraordinary is that the introductory text is set in one of the Klim 

faces, Brotunda, a contemporary version of a Fraktur face by Kris Sowersby and Mark 

Gowing. Unusual but even for me—a habitual Fraktur reader—so hard to read.  

 

Something for those amongst us interested in all things type and typographic. 

 

Sources, further reading, webliography:  

Website: https://klim.co.nz/ 

Söhne Collection: https://klim.co.nz/collections/soehne/ 

 

 

129.11. 450th anniversary of the Russian Gutenberg, Ivan Fedorov 

 

 

 
 

 
2 https://klim.co.nz/collections/manuka/ 

https://klim.co.nz/


An unexpected but such a welcome “Christmas present”. The packet was addressed to 

Юрген Вегнер at the Брендивайн Архив, Иствуд. (Nice to know the Russian form of 

my name and the place I live)! But it is times like these that I wish my Russian was more 

than absolutely rudimentary. 

 

Ramazanova, D.N. (ed.). 450 лет Апостолу Ивана Федорова : история раннего 

книгопечатания в России (памятники, источники, традиции изучения) = 

450th anniversary of the Apostle by Ivan Fyodorov : history of early printing in 

Russia (monuments, sources, traditions of study) / [Д.Н. Раманазова, сост.]. Мос-

ква : Пашков Дом, 2016. 472, [2] p., [32] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), ports. ; 23 

cm. N: Produced under the auspices of the Scientific Research Department of Rare 

Books of the Russian State Library (Museum of the Book) and the Section for 

Especially Valuable Manuscript Documents and Rare Books of the Russian Library 

Association. 

 

The story of printing—printing history—is one great epic story of technology, invention 

and innovation. As well as culture, civilization, economics, politics. With a cast of bil-

lions. The greatest story ever told. Then there are the micro stories told at a regional, nat-

ional, the village level. But we need to be careful that we don’t just see our own village 

history as being the only history. And that we remain open to—welcome, engage in and 

pursue—the story of others. Printing as a global phenomenon which unites humanity 

rather than using our introspection to reinforce barriers of language, nationalism and div-

ision. Or dare I say it, of ignorance, isolation, provincialism. 

 

The coming of printing to Russia is a fascinating story. And one especially so as so much 

of it is shrouded by the mists of time. We know a great deal—but far from everything—

about Johannes Gutenberg, the man who invented modern Western printing. Fedorov is a 

far more elusive figure. He is thought to have been born around 1510 but before 1520. 

His place of birth is generally accepted to be Moscow. Even his name is vague. This was 

a time before people had fixed and inherited names, patronymics, and so his name just 

means Ivan, son of Fedor. He later styled himself Ivan Moschus as in Ivan the Muscovite. 

 

As is the case with so many early printers, the life of Ivan the Printer was filled with trials 

and tribulations. To make a living let alone making a living as a printer, individuals had 

to move around to find work, even work in other areas. Political shifts had consequences 

as did the opposition of the Church. Fedorov mentions that he was at one time accused of 

heresy—no doubt denounced because of the perceived threat of printing (called the black 

art after all). 1529 saw him move to Kraków where he studies at the university. “Some 

researchers suggest that Fyodorov may have worked at Kraków’s Latin and Polish print 

shops. He may have also acquainted himself with the creations of printer Schweipolt Fiol, 

an ethnic German who had published a series of Cyrillic liturgical books in Kraków in 

1491- 1493 for the population of Galicia” (for his biography on Russiapedia see details 

below). In any case, being a university student, he would have had ample opportunity to 

familiarize himself with books. Printed books. 



Where he spent the period after his degree is unknown but in the early 1550s, he was 

back in Moscow. The first Russian printing house was established there in 1553 and is 

known as “Anonymous” because it did not produce any complete works. The first pub-

lished Russian work is Fedorov’s Acts and Epistles of the Saint Apostles often referred to 

simply as the Apostle (see image above). Work on it began in 1563 and it was completed 

in the following year. His life was hardly successful in our terms and when Fedorov dies 

in 1583, he dies a pauper unable to pay his outstanding debts. A tombstone was erected 

over his grave with the inscription: Ioann Fyodorovych the Muscovite, a book printer, 

who renewed the neglected printing with his efforts. Wish he would rise from the dead, 

[to become—JW] a printer of hitherto unknown books.  

 

As with so many who contributed so much, his legacy far outweighed—and outweighs—

the personal wealth and prestige he acquired during his lifetime. The Russiapedia biogra-

phy (see below for details) is one well worth reading to catch a flavour of his life and 

times as an early printer. It postulates that “through their work on ‘Apostle’ Fyodorov and 

Mstislavets developed the basic rules for Russian book printing – new Cyrillic fonts and 

other standards which defined the appearance of Slavonic books for centuries to come”. 

And: “After his death [in Lvov in 1583—JW], his shop went to the Lvov Dormition Bro-

therhood (later the Stauropegion Institute) which used Fyodorov’s original book designs 

until the early 19th century”. 

 

So, it is hardly surprising that Fedorov should be the subject of enduring academic inves-

tigations. And not just simply because he was Russia’s first printer and so nationally 

significant. Although it is not explicitly stated on the title pages, the book is the result of a 

conference held 13th to 14th March, 2014, to celebrate the 450th anniversary of the publi-

cation of this seminal Russian work, the Apostle. Many Russian books do have sum-

maries, abstracts and the like in at least one European language, often English or German. 

This is the case here but unfortunately so brief. Unfortunately, because the grand history 

of Russian printing, type and typography as well as bookselling, publishing, the paper 

trades, book collecting and their magnificent library collections deserves to be better 

known here. Russian book and print culture. 

 

The conference covered six main themes of discussion. I will list these below and then 

also add in a few personal highlights from the twenty-nine papers published in the book. 

The titles and author’s names below are as presented in the book. 

 

  



450th anniversary of the Moscow Apostle (2 papers) 

 

History of the printed Apostle in the 16th – 17th centuries (2 papers) 

 

The Apostle of 1564 and other publications of Ivan Fyodorov and Pyotr Mstislavets : 

sources studies and archaegraphical research (10 papers) 

• Research of the watermarks at the papers of books printed by Ivan Fyodorov and 

Pyotr Mstislavets : results and prospects by N.P. Bondar (p. 153-170) 

• Books printed by Ivan Fyodorov in the British Isles by R.M. Cleminson (p 196-205) 

 

Manuscript and printed Cyrillic book in the 16th – 17th centuries : comparative stud-

ies (6 papers) 

• ‘Early printed’ ornament in the Pskov manuscripts of the 2nd half of the 16th century : 

its style and origin by E.I. Serebrayakova (p. 326-335) 

• Woodcutc [sic] in the manuscript books of the 16th – 19th centuries : the problems of 

their description and identification by O.R. Khromov (p. 336-343) 

 

Early printed Cyrillic editions : problems of their origin, existing and ascription (5 

papers) 

• Books purchased by citizens of Yaroslavl at the Moscow Print Yard in the early 

1660s (according to the book printing archive) by V.P. Pushkov (p. 359-367) 

• Collection of early printed Cyrillic books from the Vilnius University Library : his-

tory and discoveries by I. Kazhuro (p. 400-417) 

 

Modern development trends of the Cyrillic book research : projects and discussions 

(4 papers) 

• Minor genres of early Cyrillic printing by S. Franklin (p. 421-432) 

• On the interrelation of the Moscow Print Yard and the Kremlin Armory in the matter 

of book-publishing an [sic] the beginning of the 18th century by M.E. Ermakova (p. 

433-443) 

 

I must find out more about the first Moscow printery, the Moscow Print Yard (Rus., Мос-

ковкого печатного двора). And what is “the book printing archive” mentioned in the 

article by Pushkov above? 

 

Sources, further reading, webliography:  

Russiapedia: https://russiapedia.rt.com/prominent-russians/history-and-mythology/ivan- 

     fyodorov/index.html 

Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Fyodorov_(printer) 

 

 

  

https://russiapedia.rt.com/prominent-russians/history-and-mythology/ivan-


129.12. A Sydney typographical stele 

 

 

 
 

 

Car’s at the doctor’s getting a check-up. In the middle of nowhere and so I made my way 

to the city. Where I spent half a day trying to fill in time. (Harder than you might imagine 

even though Sydney is an international metropolis of some six million souls). I was tak-

ing in the sights and sounds of the city. A recent online news report had our new Premier 

blaming “the oldies” for having ruined the city’s historic architecture. No doubt a man-

gled bit of reporting. Nevertheless, not heard of Juanita Nielsen? Jack Mundy? Who were 

regarded as Communist agitators in their day when they were only trying to make this a 

city for people to live in. Rather than quick profits for property developers. Greed. And 

wasn’t it that very party in government that allowed all this to happen? Have you seen 

plans for what the NSW Government architect had in store for the historic Rocks area? 

And the Queen Victoria Building, a jewel in the crown of Sydney architecture, was slated 

to be demolished, to be replaced by one of those multi-storied flat-pack car parks! 

 

What would our beautiful city—beautiful in the sense of having been accidentally sited in 

one of the most magnificent landscapes on the planet—have looked like if all of our fine 

and majestic sandstone buildings had not been demolished to make way for average con-

crete and glass boxes? My personal favourites, the fine red brick Sydney architecture 

which hardly survives. One art nouveau example just opposite Wynyard railway station 

was only recently demolished to make way for… The term for our style of modern archi-

tecture is “Sydney Ugly”. But many historic buildings do survive. Such as the Customs 

House on Circular Quay. A space ruined by the abomination of the Cahill Expressway—

aptly named after another. As well as the Great Wall of Mediocre Glass Skyscrapers3.  

 
3 Sydney does have some nice glass boxes but nothing like the magnificent glass box architecture 

of Melbourne. 



 

I was puzzled by a red totem pole in 

front of this historic building. Perhaps 

thirty centimetres square and about six 

metres tall. Puzzled because it was a 

signpost for the Customs House but cov-

ered in thick red Perspex sheeting them-

selves covered with typography. What 

does this signify? Why typography? The 

Customs House is a museum of Sydney 

history. Did they at some time have an 

exhibition of typography or, god forbid, 

about printing on? Why the ampersands?  

 

I asked the person on the door. Just a 

security guard and I asked them only be-

cause I had to wade through the paper-

work trying to get in to the information 

desk to ask. Covid contact tracing de-

tails. I don’t have a smartphone and so 

use my Services NSW Covid QR code 

identity card when entering premises. I 

thought this was going to be something 

like the Opal public transport card. I get 

my Services NSW card and would just 

swipe myself in to places. Of course, 

nothing works here. Four out of five 

places I visit don’t use this card. You 

will think I am making this up: Even the  

 

Government doesn’t use the card. When it came to voting at the recent election, I was 

required to fill out my details by hand on a printed form. They did not use the QR card 

system! Why? Because they don’t work. I suspect it has a lot to do with the slowness of 

our internet, the NBN, which is hopeless. I usually have to fill in a paper form even 

though I have all my papers with me and in order. 

 

I didn’t expect the person on the door to know what the stele signified. But it does annoy 

me. If I had the job, I’d be sussing out the local area in case tourists came to ask. What is 

a good pub nearby? Where can I get the best pizza? Is there a museum or art gallery 

close? But the person knew nothing. They were far too busy playing with their phone! 

The information desk wasn’t much help either. They said: Pole? What pole? Now that 

you mention it, I never knew it existed! [Though it’s right outside in front of their door]! 

They even went out with me to inspect it. Pointed out that it was directing tourists to the 

Customs House. (Which is what I’d said to them in the first place). Again, no reason why 

this person would know much about anything. It’s all about economics.  



What struck me was that in a thousand years’ time, aliens would beam down to this was-

ted desert of a planet and wonder about the curious inscriptions on this post. What could 

it have been used for? Some arcane religious practices that Earthlings engaged in? What 

did the strange symbols represent? There would be intergalactic conferences where alien 

academics would postulate solutions to the puzzle of the Sydney Typographical Stele.  

 

Then again, we don’t really need to wait a thousand years for the aliens. It seems we have 

this puzzle of a stele already. Here. Today. No-one seems to know what it means. 

 

I suspect it is something a museum PR person thought up about the Customs House. Cus-

toms means taxes on imports. And Sydney was the centre for imports from all over the 

world. So, imports mean many places. Means many languages. And so all that the Sydney 

Typographical Stele may well signify is the many places and language areas new settlers 

came to Sydney from. 

 

 

129.13. Australian Newspaper History Group newsletter, 155 (2021) 

 

From the last issue for the year, the December 2021 newsletter of the Australian News-

paper History Group, the following items of historical interest: 

 

          Image of the staff of the Lachlander newspaper, Condobolin (N.S.W.) outside the  

          front of their newspaper in 1938 (p. [1]) 

115.4.1 Fairfax obituaries: A selection (p. 13-16) 

115.4.3 Indigenous print history – The first Australian Indigenous printed news-

paper having been the Aboriginal or Flinders Island Chronicle (published Wyba-

lenna,, 1836) (p. 17) 

115.4.4 SpringDale: Messenger at 30 – Newspaper of the SpringDale Community 

College, Vic. (p. 17) 

115.4.5 Sporting hero, massacre and 1895 newspaper article – That the “sporting 

hero” Tom Wills, took part in reprisal attacks on indigenous people (p. 17-18) 

115.4.6 Centenary for Ginger Meggs – See also the item in the previous Shadow-

land newsletter, SN#128.6 (p. 18) 

115.4.7 SMH production story on film – Videoclip from 1970 on the Facebook 

page of the Australian Letterpress Fellowship (p. 18) 

5. Recently published – Books and articles (p. 20) 

 

 

  



129.14. Bookshelf. 107, The Printery of Liberty (1944) 

 

Barattin, Dino. La tipografia della Libertà : stampa clandestine a Maniago, luglio-

novembre 1944 / Dino Barattin. San Daniele del Friuli, [Italy] : Libraria, 2015. 73, 

[1] p. : ill., ports., B69-70 ; 21 cm., pb. 

 

The story of printing—and publishing—isn’t just about writing that best-selling novel 

and seeing dozens of copies of the book in your local bookstore. Nor the preserve of aca-

demics and researchers delving into their favourite interpretation of our past. (His-story 

and no less her-story). The theme here is not just academics but all sorts of others recor-

ding the story of our book and print cultures in all its complexities and irregularities. Ein 

buntes Allerlei. 

 

How much has been published on the subject of book and print culture in Australia in, 

say, the last ten or twenty years? We used to do so much. Now I think maybe even New 

Zealand produced more. But then I am guessing. There are just so many stories out there 

waiting to be told. I was talking the other day to a chap who was right there in the thick of 

it. The revolutionary change-over from the days of hot metal to modern printing. In Perth. 

What a story his life experiences in print would make. And yet, when I asked him about 

the possibility of putting it down on paper, he just laughed. Why are we (as in people 

working in the print and related industries) so reluctant to acknowledge our print culture? 

If I was interested in steam trains, I would be surrounded by enthusiasts… and publica-

tions. The subject of books and printing seems to engender little interest even in those 

who participated in our momentous events. 

 

The last century was a century of wars and revolutions. Then again, this is part of our 

human DNA. When was there ever a century which was not one of wars and revolu-

tions?! Today, no doubt, Lenin would have his smart phone out as he stepped off the train 

at the Finland station and would be tweeting to his comrades across the border: hash tag 

russian revolution. But for most of modern human history, these events were promoted, 

facilitated and documented via print. Government propaganda. And if you were the oppo-

sition, no less via the medium print. Though such activities could land you in more than 

just hot water. Some years ago, I read about an Australian printer who had visited Com-

munist China where he was taken to see an underground Christian printery—as in liter-

ally under the ground (q.v. S#29.3). In our post-War crackdown on Communism, even the 

Communist Party of Australia made its own clandestine printing press in case it had to go 

underground. The press—amazingly—still exists as part of the Powerhouse Museum col-

lection right here in Sydney (q.v. NfB#27.4). 

 

Wherever there was tyranny and oppression—wherever there were causes—there were 

secret printers in opposition. It could get you shot or find you on the end of a rope as 

these printers were part of the Resistance. As the Second World War was a fight against 

the extreme Right, so most of the clandestine printing and their printeries were of the 

Left. Though not necessarily of the local Communist parties. The presses printed chiefly 



ephemera such as leaflets, handbills, flyers and posters. As well as anti-fascist newspa-

pers. These were often slight as in a double-sided broadsheet. Printed in cellars and base-

ments. In secluded sheds and mountain retreats. One of the later is still in existence as a 

printing museum today:  

 

Partizanska tiskarna Slovenija (Eng., Slovenija Partisan Printing Shop); part of 

the Istrija Municipal Museum; “…the Slovenija Partisan Printing Shop is among 

the most authentically preserved monuments of the Second World War in Slov-

enia, and was one of the 38 secret partisan technical groups operating in Slov-

enia under the organisation of the resistance partisan movement. The printing 

shop complex consists of six wooden huts positioned by a creek in the difficult-

to-access ravine… The printing shop become known and important as 

the Partisan journal (i.e. the Partizanski dnevnik) was printed there between 

September 1944 and the end of the war it was the only daily printed newspaper 

of any resistance movement in Europe”; they used a Nebiolo Rapida di Lusso 

sheet-fed cylinder press (illustrated in the link below) as well as a jobbing platen; 

Yugoslavia now Slovenia;   

https://www.muzej-idrija-cerkno.si/en/lokacija/slovenia-partisan-printing-shop/ 

https://www.culture.si/en/Slovenia_Partisan_Printing_Shop 

 

I am sure that many such clandestine printeries or at least their presses and equipment 

survive in corners of local museums across Europe. What a history that would make. 

 

Maniago is a small town and commune located in the Friuli-Venezia Giulia district in 

Friuli in northern Italy, not far northwest of Venice and close to the Slovenian border. It 

was an important centre for the production and dissemination of illegal and clandestine 

printing linked to the Resistance. Here, the Mazzoli printing house produced almost ten 

thousand copies of clandestine newspapers such as L’aratro e il martello (It., The plough 

and the hammer) as in a local interpretation of the timeless hammer and sickle theme? As 

well as Il Garibaldino (no explanation necessary) and La Battaglia (It., The battle). This 

was not News Corp by any means. Also, considering the risks involved, the life span of 

these newspapers was brief. L’aratro e il martello with eight issues as the tide turned 

(1944-1945) and the other two with three issues only (1944). A great many of these news-

papers though rare, have been digitized and are available free online (see below for de-

tails). 

 

How many family histories? How many grand biographies and autobiographies of war 

heroes have been and are being written? There is quite a literature on clandestine publish-

ing especially that from the Second World War. However, the stories of the printers who 

risked not only their own lives but the lives of those around them and even the whole 

village is one rarely told. And less so, the story of clandestine printing as printing. Barat-

tin’s book includes a few photographs of the printery, three of which are of the interior 

and show the machinery and equipment. Though it is only a small book and a brief 

account, I am delighted to have bought a copy for the collection. There are far too few 



accounts of printing by printers and it is good to see that this micropublisher with the 

support of the Comune di Maniago has taken the step to record and publish what is an 

important part of the history of war. Clandestine printing and their printers. And with 

thanks also to the printers who here have shared the story of their extraordinary experi-

ences. Printing above and beyond the call of duty. 

 

Sources, further reading, webliography:  

‘La battaglia’: http://www.stampaclandestina.it/?page_id=116&ricerca=239 

Database of Italian Resistance periodicals: http://www.stampaclandestina.it/ 

‘The secret press’: https://blogs.transparent.com/italian/the-secret-press/ 

‘Stampa clandestina’: https://www.anpi.it/storia/233/stampa-clandestina 

‘Printing &c museums east of what was then the so-called Iron Curtain’ (SN#116.2) 

 

 

129.15. Newsletter (New Australian Bookplate Society), 63 (2021) 

 

Some welcome Christmas Day reading arriving just in time, the last Newsletter of the 

year from the New Australian Bookplate Society: issue 63 for December 2021. The issue 

includes: 

 

• Italian bookplates in the collections of the State Library of Victoria by Christine 

Bell – The State Library of Victoria’s bookplate collection now is slightly in ex-

cess of fifty thousand items. While this is an excellent collection and to be com-

mended, it I also important that we are reminded that almost all of this collection 

—forty-five thousand bookplates—comes to the library indirectly as a gift as the 

collection created by John Gartner. A reminder of how important special collec-

tions from private collectors are in creating great research libraries. And how im-

portant it is for library managers to seek out and cultivate private benefactors (p. 

[1]-3) 

• Petr Herel and his surrealist bookplates by Jürgen Wegner – I was talking recent-

ly to Petr Herel, the Melbourne Czech book artist, about the work of another 

Czech here in Australia. Jan Šetek was a tireless private press printer in the sense 

of a number of presses used to work with print. Most of Šetek’s printings are of an 

ephemeral nature and almost all are also archived here at Brandywine. Including 

bookplates, for Šetek designed and printed quite a number. The conversation led 

to us talking about Herel’s own bookplate art and resulted in me being gifted two 

fine wood-engraved bookplates of his (p. 3-4) 

• Is this a bookplate? Phonoplates by Brian Welch – I would say, definitely not. For 

bookplates are… plates for books. Not for music records. Nevertheless, an unusu-

al insight into the mind of the record collector. With specimens as gleaned from a 

catalogue illustrated (p. 4-5) 



• What is the first English bookplate? by David Pearson – Redrafted from an article 

in The library (2019) is an item describing an English bookplate which dates to no 

later than 1565. And the bookplate is also illustrated (p. 5-6) 

• Editorial by Mark Ferson (p. 6) 

 

 

129.16. Ephemeraphiles. 28, Tagging Christmas 

 

Many years ago, I started a project to produce a number of printed ephemera samplers. 

Included in the list was a sampler of colourful Christmas tags as in the tags with a Christ-

mas theme which you attach to your Christmas presents. At this time, Christmas tags 

were in glorious abundance. Not only where there a great many tags to choose from local-

ly, country specific tags were also available. What I mean is that not only could you pur-

chase generic Christmas tags but that such tags were available with specific national 

characteristics. I was even able to obtain packets of such tags through my contacts in the 

Soviet Union. But in recent times, the availability of tags has significantly been reduced. 

A consequence of Covid? (I hardly think so). Or that dynamic which affects all aspects of 

life, everywhere: that all things are now produced in China?  

 

I had collected a small box full of such Christmas tags over a number of years with the 

intention of producing a sampler publication. Decades later, I am now trying to finish off 

unfinished business and so have been thinking of completing a variety of projects. Some 

dating back to as far as 1977! The collection of Christmas tags is one such project and 

this year I intended putting it into some kind of order. Also adding some recent examples 

to it. Although today’s Blackdawn / Brandywine editions are miniscule, I was here think-

ing of even downsizing these to just enough copies for a couple of friendly libraries and 

maybe a friend or two. 

 

My plans for a top-up quickly went awry. I was surprised by how few Christmas tags the 

larger stores actually stocked. In past years… decades ago… Such things as cards and 

tags are furiously expensive and so I never went and bought them when they were in 

demand. You bought them post-Christmas. You bought them in the crush of the post-

Christmas sales. Or even just before Christmas when the stores were keen not to be left 

with dead stock. First, I went to the German supermarket chain in Australia, Aldi. They 

have created quite a niche for themselves and have become possibly the third major 

supermarket chain in the country. You may well think that this is because they undercut 

in pricing with generic cheap brands. But it is also because they have brands and products 

which are different to the main—and mainly bland—majors (Coles and Woolworths).  

 

Also, their famous centre isle of miscellaneous goods. Before Christmas this tends to be 

largely German Christmas foods and products. I remember that these delicacies used to 

be so expensive when I was young, that you had to save up all year to be able to afford a 

couple of packets or tins. We even used to have them posted over to us by family in Ger-



many, they were so expensive. Aldi now provides them at what you’d pay for Australian 

cakes and biscuits. So, where better to buy some stylish, European Christmas tags? I was 

surprised—or rather, shocked—to find not some wonderful samples of German Christ-

mas tag art and artifice. Those on offer were bloody Disney tags featuring Mickey Mouse 

and the like. Have we all become Americans? Is the world now so dominated by global 

multinational corporations that the Christmas trees in the Vatican sport baubles depicting 

Mickey and Goofy?! 

 

Well, at least there is always that Japanese mixed products store called Daiso. In Japan 

Daiso have an unbelievably large selection of stock in their stores though here it tends to 

be cheap and basic. But at least there will be some Japanese Christmas items there. And, 

yes, there they are. Opposite the checkout for the last-minute impulse buyer. Imagine my 

absolute shock and horror not to find beautiful Japanese-themed tags but again… Disney 

characters.  

 

It is just as well that my box of Christmas tags eluded me. As there was little that I could 

have added to it this year. Hopefully it can be found. Hopefully I can travel again so that I 

can add something a bit more interesting to the mix than Disney. 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

The Shadowland newsletter (formerly the NfB) is a private circulation digital newsletter 

distributed in a small number of copies as a supplement to the printed journal 

The Book ark. It is archived as part of the National Library of New Zealand’s  

National Digital Heritage Archive. Back issues are archived at:  

https://natlib- primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/ permalink/f/1s57t7d/ NLNZ_ALMA 

11271495230002836. They are also archived by the State Library of New 

South Wales for Pandora with back issues at: http://pandora.nla.gov.au/tep/155108 

Issues from #100 continue on the NED at: https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-1771610885 

They are also archived by the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, Leipzig    
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